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Become a Better MarketerGet Ongoing Marketing Training & SupportBEGIN YOUR JOURNEY NOW




Get Original Marketing Insights and Industry News Delivered to You!



For everyone who's ready to improve their marketing. 

When you subscribe for this FREE newsletter, you get access to what 387,000 other marketers claim is their single source of daily marketing insights. 










Today's Guide to the Marketing Jungle from Social Media Examiner…

In today’s edition:

	Today's 👉 Tip of the Day is for video retention
	A struggle-free content 🖼️ framework
	🔇 Sound is missing from early Instagram videos
	Instagram Stories 🙌 hype comments 
	💥 Newsletter updates from LinkedIn
	New Messenger features 🔐

















There's a Welcoming Marketing Community Waiting for You

The Social Media Marketing Society is your source for continuous learning. 

Each month, you’ll receive training from trusted marketing experts, covering everything from AI to organic social marketing. 

When you join, you’ll also get immediate access to: 

A library of 100+ marketing trainings

A community of like-minded marketers

Monthly online community meetups

Isn't it time to get marketing training you can trust? 

Begin Your Journey

























How to Use Video Updates to Improve the Client Journey



Do clients really understand all the work you do? Looking for a unique way to update clients on your progress before you bill them?In this article, you'll discover how to use video to stay in touch with clients and show the behind-the-scenes work that goes into your deliverables.
 Leveraging …






Continue Reading →





YouTube Updates: Shorts Features, Creator Tools, Podcasts, and More



Are you up to date on updates from YouTube? Wondering which recent YouTube changes are important to marketers and business owners?
 In this article, we explore YouTube updates that affect your marketing.
 #1: YouTube Shorts 
 YouTube has introduced a new feature that allows users to remix their favorite music …
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Behind the Scenes: How Social Media Examiner Does Marketing



Do you want to launch a membership product? Wondering how Social Media Examiner evolved its marketing over time? 
 In this article, we’ll go behind the scenes to explore how we market one of our products—the Social Media Marketing Society.
 Why Are Membership Products Important to Marketers?
 Membership communities have …
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How to Balance Agency Marketing and Client Needs



Wondering how to divide your time between marketing your agency and serving clients? Looking for advice from someone who’s figured it out? 
 In this article, you’ll discover how to allocate agency resources for ongoing content marketing, client qualification, service development, and more.
 Balancing Marketing and Sales Efforts for Agency …
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Social Marketing Trends

The Data You've Been Missing!

Need a new plan? 

Discover how marketers plan to change their social activities in the 15th annual Social Media Marketing Industry Report. 

It reveals what marketers have planned for their social activities, content marketing, and more! 

Get this free report now and never miss another great article from us. Join more than 387,000 marketers!
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